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### Title:
Generosa Teves de Jakosalem vs. Nicolas Rafols, et al., 73 Phil. 628 (1942)

### Facts:
– **Original Ownership:** The land in dispute originally belonged to Juan Melgar.
– **Death & Judicial Administration (1915-1924):** Juan Melgar passed away, initiating the
judicial administration of his estate beginning in 1915, concluding in 1924.
– **Sale with Right of Repurchase (July 5, 1917):** Susana Melgar, Juan Melgar’s daughter,
sold the land to Pedro Cui with a right of repurchase, retaining possession as a lessee.
–  **Adjudication (December 12,  1920):**  The land was formally  adjudicated to  Susana
Melgar as part of the 1920 partition of Juan Melgar’s estate.
– **Conveyance to Nicolas Rafols (1921):** Susana Melgar conveyed half of the land to
Nicolas Rafols as payment for professional fees. Rafols entered possession of this portion.
– **Pedro Cui’s Action (July 23, 1921):** Cui filed a lawsuit to recover the entire land from
Nicolas Rafols and the other half from another party.
– **Donation to Generosa Teves (August 4, 1925):** While the case was still pending, Cui
donated the land in question to Generosa Teves.
–  **Lower  Court  Decision:**  The  lower  court  absolved  Rafols  and  acknowledged  the
plaintiff’s ownership of the other half. Generosa Teves appealed the decision related to
Rafols.

### Procedural Posture:
– **Initial Lawsuit (July 23, 1921):** Pedro Cui sued for recovery of land portions from
Nicolas Rafols and others.
–  **Pending  Case  &  Donation  (1925):**  During  the  lawsuit,  Cui  donated  the  land  to
Generosa Teves.
– **Lower Court Ruling:** The court ruled in favor of Rafols for half the land, prompting
Teves to appeal to the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. Whether Susana Melgar’s sale of the land to Pedro Cui was valid despite the land being
under judicial administration.
2. Whether Susana Melgar’s subsequent conveyance to Nicolas Rafols was legitimate after
already selling the land to Pedro Cui.
3. The applicability of prescription in Rafols’ favor regarding Cui’s initial complaint.
4. Whether Rafols is liable for any compensation due to the deprivation of land possession
since 1921.
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### Court’s Decision:
– **Validity of Sale to Pedro Cui:** The Court held that the sale of the land by Susana
Melgar to Pedro Cui was valid. Article 440 of the Civil Code deemed the possession of the
hereditary property transmitted to the heir from the decedent’s death. The sale confirmed in
1920 was valid, making Susana Melgar’s 1921 conveyance to Rafols legally void.
– **Possession Issue:** By the time of the partition in December 1920, Susana Melgar was
still possessing the land as a lessee, acting as possession for Pedro Cui. Hence, Rafols’
possession starting 1921 was legally subordinate to Cui’s.
– **Prescription Defense:** The Court rejected Rafols’ defense of prescription, as Pedro Cui
filed the first lawsuit within a year of confirming the sale in 1920.
– **Compensation Due:** The Court ruled that Rafols must compensate Generosa Teves for
occupying half the land since 1921. An annual indemnity of Six percent of P1,500 (equal to
P90/year) was deemed reasonable from July 23, 1921, until actual delivery of the land.

### Doctrine:
1. **Custodia Legis:** The sale or assignment of an heir’s right or interest in a property
under judicial administration is valid and lawful, subject to the result of the administration
proceedings (Manresa’s interpretation of Article 440 of the Civil Code).
2. **Double Sale:** In an instance of double sale where no registration exists, possession
establishes priority.
3. **Transmission of Hereditary Property:** Upon death, hereditary property possession is
uninterruptedly transferred to the heir, and any transactions by heirs regarding their share
are valid even during the pendency of judicial administration.

### Class Notes:
–  **Key  Legal  Elements:**  Possession  of  hereditary  property,  double  sale,  judicial
administration, validity and effect of heir’s transactions.
–  **Civil  Code  References:**  Article  440  (Hereditary  Property),  Article  399  (Partial
Assignment in Common Property).
– **Case Law:** Ramirez vs. Bautista (effect of heir’s sale), Alcala vs. Alcala (ownership
within undivided inheritance).

### Historical Background:
This case provides insight into early 20th-century Philippine property laws, particularly
governing hereditary property and the nuanced application of sale and ownership rights
amid judicial administration. The ruling affirmed the continuity of heirship possession and
practical aspects of double sales absent formal registration, reinforcing heir’s rights against
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later conveyances. It also underlined the procedural aspects of such cases emerging from
colonial legal frameworks, setting precedential value in interpreting property transmission
under the Civil Code.


